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Morgan's life changes when she discovers her true fate. Not only must she pick a mate from one of

her five guardians she also must prepare for an impending battle. Her days are spent between

training, study and exploring the men she will choose from.Life isn't easy when you're the

Queen.Ebony Rising is the second book in the Raven Queen's Harem.
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Definitely a lot steamier than the first one!Morgan is trying to navigate her role as The Morrighan, a

being of great power who totally scares the crap out of everyone. She's also trying to figure out what

this means for her as Morgan, the "normal" girl she's always known herself to be. This means trying

to find time for friends and her novel amidst all the chaos that's happening with the boys and the

Darkness and whatnot.Speaking of boys, we get to know Dylan a bit more, and we learn more about

the group's origins. Also, more Bunny! Yay!All in all, it was a really fun read and I can't wait to read

more, especially after that slight cliffhanger!

This book is so amazing I read through it in a couple hours!! The end??!!! Talk about the mother of



all cliffhangers!! I'm dying here ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â± I need the third book immediately! Seriously

though no disappointments at all except for being left hanging at the end.

This serial is just getting better and better! I cannot wait for October to read the next book. 5 stars

Angel even though you left it on a cliff hanger.

Guess now I have to wait for book 3 when I thought book 2 would be it....ugh when will it in lol I'm

ready for book 3 already.

Couldnt stop reading. From paige one til i was done. Can not wait for the next installment. Keep it

comming.

So this provided some good background on the Morrigan and why she is like she is. It gave insight

to how and why the Ravens were created and established the story more. We also got to see the

Morrigan in action.However, while it was great for the backstory it lacked "relationship" building and

was focused more on "lust". The guys were constantly repeating that they were "honored" to provide

or take care of her in the way (sexual release) they were BUT, to me, feeling honored to do

something doesn't equate love. Also...the guys have secrets. I would be fine with that if it wasn't

alluded to that the secrets were scandalous. The Professor stated there were "rumors" about the

guys and when something like is stated my mind automatically goes in the wrong direction. My mind

goes to OW....could so be wrong? Absolutely...but again...stating there were rumors and inquiring if

Morgan was "ok" living with them doesn't give me a good feeling and makes me question their

devotion. Also...redirecting and giving a non answer when Morigan asked fed into my

concern....Finally one more thing that I feel needs to be clarified...like I said above we got to see the

Morrigan in action and it was mental war fair not physical. The guys have been training g her for

physical fights but we haven't seen any mental preparation. The author needs to expand on this

IMO.So, read the book for the backstory - cuz I totally don't blame the Morrigan for breaking bad -

but don't expect to much love.*I received an ARC from the author for an honest review*.

Morgan's life has changed drastically since she arrived a few short weeks ago believing that she

was a talented grad student who had won a prestigious scholarship for her writing. Now she knows

that she is the most recent Morrigan and that she could destroy the world. She must pick a mate

from one of her five raven guardians while readying herself for the upcoming battle. Her days are



crammed with writing, training, studying her own history, and trying to decide which man is her true

mate.Ebony Rising is even better than the first book. It moves the story forward at a nice pace and

is the perfect balance between story development and relationship development. Morgan spends

time with each of the guys so we get to know them better. We even get a bit of their creation story.

Again the raven mythology makes for a brilliant feature. The attention to detail adds so much!

Things are heating up between Morgan and the guys too. Angel Lawson is a master at creating an

erotic scene. Whether it's dueling with Clinton or getting painted by Bunny, it's sensuous. The actual

steamy scenes are unbelievably sexy. True connections are building with all of the guys. It's the

ideal RH. Side characters are introduced or play bigger roles in this book and add to the suspense.

It's clear that time is running out. Morgan must make a decision or all could be lost. Book two ended

with such intensity; it's volatile and could get much worse very quickly. It had me screaming,

worrying, but also hoping. I can't wait for book three.

Wow, what a great read. I really enjoyed the first book in this series and found it intriguing. Partly as

I'd never read anything to do with the myth of the Morrigan before and partly as the story line drew

me in. So I was excitedly waiting for the next book to arrive, and luckily I didn't have to wait too long

as here it is. Woohoo!We dive right back into the story of Morgan and her five guardians. Things

really heat up in this book, and when I say heat up I mean that I could almost see the steam rising

off my pages in a few points. It's a very well written book and it had me turning the pages easily. So

easily in fact that I didn't realise I'd got to the end and kept tapping my kindle for more!I'm really

looking forward to reading the next book in the series as even though this book doesn't end in a

cliffhanger as such, it does leave me with lots more unanswered questions and I really need to know

what's going to happen next. Definitely recommend reading this book if you've read the first and if

you haven't read book one yet then go and do that quickly as you're missing out.
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